FOODS & CLOTHES DONATION TO HOMELESS PEOPLE
BY JAIN SOCIETY OF CENTRAL FLORIDA, ORLANDO

‘Have compassion towards all living beings. Hatred leads destruction.’ – Mahavir Swami

Humanity teaches us to have sympathy and concern for the misfortunes and sufferings of others. We appreciate that, our Jain Community is doing this excellent work of helping others.

Last Sunday, Jain Society of Central Florida, Orlando took the opportunity to help the homeless people in Downtown Orlando, by providing them with foods, clothes, water bottles and other hygiene products. Volunteers, from ages 5 years to 75 years, made some snacks & sandwiches and distributed along with old clothes, tooth brushes, tooth pastes, hand sanitizers etc. to the homeless people. They also try to talk to the companies like Costco and Sam’s if they want to donate any hygiene products, and distribute it with the food packages. They are planning to do similar activity again in coming February. Isn’t it great work done by JSCF? We give Anumodna to more such work.

After all, compassion helps us to reflect on our life and think about how fortunate we are to have a roof over our head and a loving family. This is not only a way to give back to the community but also a way to be grateful for what you have.